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A recent paper �J. Schirmer and A. Dreuw, Phys. Rev A. 75, 022513 �2007�� challenges exact time-
dependent density-functional theory �TDDFT� on several grounds. We explain why these criticisms are either
irrelevant or incorrect, and that TDDFT is both formally exact and predictive.
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Time-dependent density-functional theory �TDDFT� has a
rigorous foundation �1–5�. Schirmer and Dreuw �SD� appear
to criticize TDDFT on several grounds �6�, almost all of
which are ultimately conceded by SD themselves. For ex-
ample, SD state that “… an error is introduced in both the
TD and static KS linear response theory if the perturbing
�external� potential is given by a nonlocal operator,” but this
is misleading since such potentials do not exist in DFT. An-
other example is their long discussion of the problems of the
RG action. Such problems were first raised a decade ago
�2,7� and resolved shortly after using the Keldysh action �3�.
The problems with the action in Ref. �1� have been thor-
oughly investigated in several works �2–4,8,9�. Finally, SD
admit these points, but do not address the current literature.

The sole unresolved criticism of SD is their claim that the
Kohn-Sham �KS� equations of TDDFT, even if able to repro-
duce the density evolution of the true interacting system,
n�r , t�, cannot predict that evolution. The KS potential,
vS�r , t�, is defined as the unique one-body potential in which
noninteracting electrons evolve with density n�r , t�. SD
claim that their “radical KS” scheme shows that vS�r , t�
functionally depends on the future density, thereby making
direct propagation impossible. They further argue that, with
neither a variational principle nor some proof of convergence
of the TD KS equations for such a potential, TDDFT must be
“unfounded.” The rest of our Comment addresses this issue:
we show where the error lies in SD’s arguments and explic-
itly demonstrate that the KS-TDDFT procedure is indeed
predictive.

The flaw in SD’s arguments arises from not distinguishing
between vS�r , t� and the exchange-correlation �XC� potential.
If v�r , t� is the time-dependent external potential, i.e., the
one-body potential applied to the interacting system �which
is always known and given�, and vH�r , t�=�n�r� , t� / �r
−r��d3r� is the Hartree potential, then

vXC�r,t� = vS�r,t� − vH�r,t� − v�r,t� �1�

is known to be a functional of the initial states �both inter-
acting, �0, and KS, �0� and n�r , t�, written as
vXC�n ,�0 ,�0��r , t�. SD argue that, since vS�r , t� depends on

�t
2n�r , t� �the second time-derivative, which SD denote as

“the future”�, the possibility of a stringent time propagation
is “thwarted”; if the potential functional depends on the “fu-
ture” of the density, then how could it also possibly predict
it? In particular, at the initial time t=0, n�r ,0�, �0, and �0
are obviously insufficient to determine �t

2n�r ,0�, and there-
fore insufficient to determine vS�r ,0�.

What SD miss is that in any TD KS time propagation,
v�r , t� is known and prescribed by the physical problem at
hand, and it is only vXC�r , t� for which a density-initial-state
functional is needed. Herein lies the resolution of the propa-
gation paradox, as the functional dependence of vS�r , t� gen-
erally differs from that of vXC�r , t�, in contrast to what is
claimed by SD without justification: “A similar temporal
nonlocality must be expected for the XC potential….” In
particular, vXC�n ,�0 ,�0��r ,0� depends purely on the initial
states, as we explicitly show below, and SD’s expected de-
pendence on �t

2n�r , t=0� vanishes. At other times, unlike
v�r , t� and vS�r , t�, vXC�r , t� does not depend on �t

2n�r , t�:
there is a dependence on �tn�rt� but this can be extracted
from ��t�, through the continuity equation, and so is avail-
able during propagation. �There is also dependence on �0
and �0 and the earlier history of the density.�

Before demonstrating in general the density- and initial-
state dependence of vXC�r , t� �“potential functionals” in SD’s
notation� and why direct propagation works, we give a
simple counterexample to SD. Propagate the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation for one electron in some potential from
some initial state. Applying SD’s “radical KS” scheme and
logic, this is impossible, because that potential functionally
depends on the future density �e.g., Eq. �75� of SD�. This
conclusion is incorrect because v�r , t� is given. It is never
extracted from the density. Instead, what is needed for stan-
dard KS TDDFT is a density-initial-state functional only for
vXC�r , t�. For one electron, vXC�r , t�=−vH�r , t� �choosing the
KS initial state as the true initial state, the only sensible
choice �10��, i.e., a functional of the instantaneous density
alone. There is no dependence on �t

2n�r , t�, contrary to the
“expectations” of SD. More generally, because only the den-
sity dependence of vXC�r , t� is needed in any TDDFT KS
calculation, their result for vS�r , t� is irrelevant to the ques-
tion of propagation.

First, to clarify the question of “future” dependence, we
note that a dependence on �t

2n�r , t� does not violate causality*nmaitra@hunter.cuny.edu
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at any finite t. For any 0� t�T, v�n ;�0��r , t� can depend
only on the density in the interval �0,T� and not on later
times because, by the RG theorem, two potentials that are the
same in �0,T� but differ for t�T must give different densi-
ties at times t�T, i.e., v is a causal functional of the density.
The same holds for vS�n ;�0��r , t�. From Eq. �1�,
vXC�n ;�0 ,�0��t� is then also a causal functional of the den-
sity and initial states for any finite t, and �t

2n�r , t� may be
evaluated to the left of time t �e.g., using n�t� ,n�t−�t� ,n�t
−2�t��; but this argument cannot be applied at t=0, and so
the start of a propagation appears problematic.

To see why this is in fact not a problem, we will use
results from Ref. �5� and the notation that a superscript �k�
indicates the kth time derivative at t=0, e.g., n�k��r�
= ��t

kn�rt��t=0. Begin by noting that both n�r ,0� and n�1��r� are
determined by �0, the initial wave function of the interacting
problem, because of continuity: �tn�r , t�=−� · j�r , t�. This in
turn restricts allowed choices of �0 to only those that recover
these values. The form of v�r , t� influences only second and
higher time derivatives of n�r , t�. The TD Schrödinger equa-
tion implies �5�

�t
2n�r,t� = � · �n�r,t� � v�r,t�� + q�r,t� , �2�

where

q�r,t� = ���t���̂�r� + ŵ�r����t�� , �3�

and

�̂�r� =
1

2	
i,k

�i�k
�i�̂
†�r��k�̂�r� + �k�̂

†�r��i�̂�r�

−
1

2
�i�k��̂†�r��̂�r��� ,

ŵ�r� = 	
k

�k� d3r��̂†�r��̂†�r���k
1

�r − r��
�̂�r���̂�r� .

An analogous equation applies to the KS system, with vS�rt�
and qS�r , t�= ���t���̂�r����t��. Requiring that the density
evolutions be the same yields

� · �n�r,t� � vHXC�r,t�� = q�r,t� − qS�r,t� , �4�

where vHXC�r , t�=vH�r , t�+vXC�r , t�. This equation is of
Sturm-Liouville form: such equations have a unique solution
for vHXC�r , t� if n�r , t� and q�r , t�−qS�r , t� are given, together
with the boundary condition that vHXC�r→	 , t�→0. We
shall assume this boundary condition for all that follows; any
choice of a TD constant for the asymptotic potential does not
affect the density �5�. Thus a KS potential can always be
found for any density for the interacting system, provided the
initial conditions are met.

We now use Eq. �4� to show that at each time step, the
functional input to vXC�r , t� consists of the �0, �0, and the
density evolved through previous times. At t=0,

� · �n�r,0� � vHXC�r,0�� = q�r,0� − qS�r,0� . �5�

Since q�r ,0� and qS�r ,0� are determined by Eq. �3�, which is
known entirely from the initial wave functions, the solution
of this equation determines vXC�r ,0�. �The Hartree potential

vH�r ,0� is determined as usual directly from the instanta-
neous density.� Thus, as mentioned earlier, vXC�r ,0� depends
on the initial states alone: the dependence on the second time
derivative of the density in Eq. �2� and its KS counterpart
cancel once their difference is taken in vHXC�n ,�0 ,�0��r ,0�.
Together with v�r ,0�, this evolves �0 forward one time step:


−
1

2
�2 + vHXC�r,0� + v�r,0��
i�r,0� = i�t
i�r,0� . �6�

This yields the orbitals at the first time step, 
i�r ,�t�
=
i�r ,0�+�t
i�r ,0��t, from which one can obtain the den-
sity evolved to the first time step, n�r ,�t�=	i�
i�r ,�t��2,
as well as the current at the first time step, j�r ,�t�
=Im 	i
i

*�r ,�t��
i�r ,�t�, and, through the equation of
continuity, also the first time derivative of the density
ṅ�r ,�t�=−� · j�r ,�t�.

Next, consider t=�t, for which we need to find
�tvHXC�r ,0�. Take a time derivative of Eq. �4�, evaluating the
terms at t=0:

� · �n�r,0� � �tvHXC�r,0�� = − � · ��tn�r,0� � vHXC�r,0��

+ �t�q�r,0� − qS�r,0�� , �7�

where

�t�q�r,0� − qS�r,0�� = i��0���̂�r�,ĤS�0����0�

− i��0��q̂�r�,Ĥ�0����0� . �8�

Equation �7� is again of Sturm-Liouville form, with a unique
solution for �tvHXC�r ,0�: all the other quantities in the equa-
tion are known either from the initial states or the results of
previous time propagation. Equation �7� is not an explicit
functional of the initial states and density alone, due to the
appearance of v�0� in the commutators in Eq. �8�; but evalu-
ating Eq. �2� at t=0 gives the functional dependence of v�0�
on �0, n�r ,0�, and �t

2n�r ,0�. Since �t
2n�0�= ��tn��t�

−�tn�0�� /�t �limit �t→0 understood�, the appearance of the
second derivative at t=0 implies only a dependence on the
first derivative at t=�t, directly available from ���t� via the
equation of continuity. So

vS�r,�t� = v�r,�t� + vHXC�r,0� + �tvHXC�r,0��t �9�

is determined and predicts the time evolution of the density
at t=2�.

Each subsequent time derivative of Eq. �4� produces one
higher time derivative of the XC potential, such that vHXC

�k� �r�
is determined solely by the initial states and n�l��r� with l
� �k+1�, all available from propagation to the kth time step:

� · �n�r,0� � vHXC
�k� �r�� = Q�k��r� , �10�

Q�k��r� = q�k��r� − qS
�k��r� − 	

l=0

k−1 
k

l
� � · �n�k−l��r� � vHXC

�l� �r�� .

�11�

The q�k��r� and qS
�k��r� involve multiple commutators of the

operator q̂�r� with the true and KS Hamiltonians, respec-
tively, and their time derivatives, sandwiched between the
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initial states �0, �0, respectively. For example, for k=2,

q�2��r� − qS
�2��r� = − ��0���q̂�r�,Ĥ�0��,Ĥ�0����0�

+ ��0����̂�r�,ĤS�0��,ĤS�0����0�

− i��0��q̂�r�,dĤ/dt�0����0�

+ i��0���̂�r�,dĤS/dt�0����0� .

The v�0� and dv�0� /dt appearing in the commutators are
causal density and initial-state functionals via Eq. �2�, so
Eqs. �10� and �11� yield the XC potential as a causal implicit
functional of purely the density and initial states. We reiter-
ate that a dependence on �tn�r , t� presents no difficulty dur-
ing propagation. As one propagates, one can evaluate this
instantaneously by simply computing the divergence of the
current density of ��t�. Thus all quantities needed are avail-
able from the past propagation.

So we have shown that the propagation can be done in
a predictive manner, and that the expressions for
vXC�n ,�0 ,�0��r , t� that we give are causal functionals of the
density and initial state: explicit at t=0 �Eq. �5�� and implicit
at later times �via v�n ,�0�, Eqs. �4�, �7�, �8�, and �11��. This
construction holds for any time-dependent potentials and
densities that are equal to their Taylor expansions for t�0
for a finite period of time �as assumed for v�r , t� in the
Runge-Gross one-to-one mapping proof�. Full analyticity is
not required: in particular, as nothing is assumed for times
earlier than t=0, this procedure applies to sudden switch-on
potentials.

The XC potentials used in practical applications may be
viewed as approximations to this formally exact construction
of the potential functional. Although most of the applications
to date have utilized adiabatic approximations, depending on
the instantaneous density alone, memory dependence is a
well-recognized feature of time-dependent functionals �see,
e.g., Refs. �11–16�� and memory-dependent functionals have
been successfully applied to real calculations. There are also
explicit systematic methods based on many-body perturba-
tion theory to construct approximate XC potentials for prac-
tical applications �17�. The equations for these approximate
potentials also show the fundamental property that we dem-
onstrated above: the XC potentials at a given time are com-
pletely determined by the density evolved up to and includ-
ing the present time and the initial states.

Last, we give an example to show explicitly the error in
SD for an interacting case. We consider two electrons in one
dimension, and we need look only at t=0. In one dimension,
Eq. �5� reduces to

vS�x,0� = vext�x,0� + �x dx�

n�x�,0��x�
dx��q�x,0� − qS�x,0��;

�12�

but inversion of the time-dependent KS equation �18,19�, as
in SD, yields here

vS�x,0� = −
1

2

 �xn

2n
�2

−
1

2

 j

n
�2

+
�x

2n

4n
− �x 
 �t j

n
+

�xj2

2n2 �dx�,

�13�

where j= j�x ,0� is the initial current density, determined
from the initial wave function. �We drop the spatial and t
=0 indices on the right, for ease of reading.� The alleged
dependence on the future arises through the term �t j on the
right: this may be equivalently written in terms of �t

2n�x ,0�,
and is the only term not directly obtainable from the initial
states.

However, this future dependence disappears as soon as we
relate the KS system to the interacting system via the
Heisenberg equation of motion for the current of the inter-
acting system:

�t j = − n�xvext − Txx − Wx, �14�

where �xTxx= ��0��̂��0� and �xWx= ��0�ŵ��0�. Substituting
this for �t j in the right-hand side of Eq. �13�,

− �x �t j

n
dx� = �x dx�

n�x�,0��x�
�t

2n�x�,0�dx�

= vext�x,0� + �x Txx + Wx

n
dx�, �15�

i.e., the “future” dependence is in the external potential and
other terms at t=0. That is, once the connection with the
interacting system is made, the apparent dependence on the
future evaporates as �t

2n�x ,0� is determined by initial-state
information and by the external potential that the interacting
system is subjected to. The dependence is explicit in this
two-electron example, but in the general N-electron case, the
construction of Ref. �5� implies that this is always true.

Inversion of the KS equations alone yields information
only about the KS potential as a functional of the density, but
tells nothing about the XC potential. It cannot because it
contains no information about any interacting system. This is
most easily seen in the ground-state problem. One can trivi-
ally invert the single KS orbital equation for any two-
electron density and get its KS potential, but this tells noth-
ing about XC unless the corresponding external potential to
subtract from it is known; and there is no way to find that
without inverting the interacting Schrödinger equation,
thereby making the functional dependence as implicit as in
the original definition �18,19�.

Before concluding, we briefly review SD’s discussion of
the lack of a proof of numerical convergence of KS propa-
gation when nonadiabatic functionals are used �the “trajec-
tory mode” in SD’s notation�. SD only claim that such a
proof is needed after they incorrectly deduce that the “poten-
tial functional” propagation mode fails. There are no proofs
of the existence of solutions and their convergence for, e.g.,
the Navier-Stokes equations, but should they be “aban-
doned?” �In fact, the KS propagation has been explicitly con-
verged in a recent calculation with a nonadiabatic potential
�16�.�
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To summarize, �i� SD’s rejection of the original RG for-
mulation of TDDFT originates in a logical error in their con-
clusions from their “radical KS” scheme, �ii� this erroneous
conclusion led SD to dismiss without argument the construc-
tive proof of the XC potential that has long existed in the
literature, in which it is clear that the potential depends only
on the past, leading to TD KS equations that are indeed
predictive, �iii� finding a general proof of convergence for
TDDFT propagation would be interesting, but its foundations
do not depend on this, and �iv� the one-to-one density-
potential mapping in no way depends on the action func-
tional proposed in RG. Even though a rigorous action prin-

ciple has been proven within the Keldysh formalism �3�, as
well as in real time �20�, it is not needed to prove that the
theory is predictive. Thus the illusion is not TDDFT, as
claimed by SD, but the apparent dependence on the future.

We are indebted to Tchavdar Todorov for invaluable dis-
cussions. N.T.M. thanks the National Science Foundation’s
CAREER Program and the Research Corporation’s Cottrell
Scholar Program for financial support. K.B. acknowledges
support from National Science Foundation Grant No. CHE-
0809859.
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